Processivity of mitochondrial DNA polymerase from Drosophila embryos. Effects of reaction conditions and enzyme purity.
Mitochondrial DNA polymerase from Drosophila embryos has been characterized with regard to its mechanism of DNA synthesis under the influence of a variety of compounds in moderate salt (120 mM KCl), where the enzyme is most highly active and only moderately processive, and in low salt (30 mM KCl), where it is less active yet most highly processive. Disparate activity and processivity optima were obtained in low salt in the presence of varying pH or MgCl2 and ATP concentrations; in moderate salt, optimal activity and processivity were achieved coincidentally. Whereas no correlation between processivity and activity optima was observed upon addition of polyethylene glycol in either low or moderate salt, the optima were coincident at both salt levels on addition of glycerol. None of the reaction conditions examined allowed DNA polymerase gamma to exhibit maximal activity and processivity concurrently; maximal activity was always achieved in moderate salt and the highest processivity in low salt. However, while limiting the availability of primer termini had no effect on the mechanism of DNA synthesis, we found that the ability of mitochondrial DNA polymerase to copy singly primed M13 DNA was enhanced then diminished during the course of purification, suggesting loss of an accessory factor.